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Abstract: The objectives of this research were to: 1) determine the catalytic behavior of model Pd
and Rh catalysts on unpromoted and ceria-promoted supports, for the reduction of NO and N2O
with CO, 2) determine the microstructures of the catalysts both before and after reaction in order
to understand the catalytic behavior, and 3) understand the role of the metal/support interface in
the catalytic process. The research examined the influence of Pd particle size and ceria loading
on catalytic reaction for the NO+CO reaction. Dihydrogen chemisorption, temperature-
programmed desorption (TPD) of NO, and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) were used to characterize the catalyst samples. It was found that when ceria is used to
promote Pd particles, the activity for NO+CO was a maximum for 2-nm-sized Pd particles. The
maximum in activity results from a balance between the Pd/ceria interface, which enhances NO
dissociation, and the close-packed planes of the Pd particles that facilitate product formation
and/or desorption. The variations in apparent reaction orders and results from TPD were
consistent with the idea that NO dissociation is promoted on very small particles (1 nm) and by
the addition of ceria. Characterization of the catalysts by HRTEM showed that the ceria was
typically present in the form of small crystallites from 3-7 nm in diameter, deposited near Pd
particles, rather than as a thin film on the alumina support. This occurred whether the ceria was
deposited before or after the Pd particles.
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